Window lifter
replace, program, ready!

Currently the Van Wezel program includes more
than 850 electrical and manual window regulators for more than 250 vehicles. This wide range
covers all the most important vehicles of European and Asian manufacturers.
From older cable systems to modern double
Bowden systems with window lifter motor and
a built-in controller for full OE functionality, all
available technologies in the market are covered!
New to this program are window lifters that
are pre-mounted on the cover plate. The lifter
doesn’t have to be dismantled from the cover
plate resulting in a more eﬃcient and faster replacement.
Van Wezel window lifters can
diﬀer visually,
but always guarantee
the
highest degree
of
accuracy
and reliability.
When required,
there is an
adapter cable
for
correct
installation
of the window regulator and also detailed
installation instructions are included. These instructions are also available on TecDoc and can
be downloaded on www.vanwezel.be.
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The correct identification of the aftermarket
window lifter can be diﬃcult and confusing. The
comfort function and the plug of the window
lifter motor is the biggest problem during the
installation.
To provide customers with all information needed for a 100% precise identification of the
window regulator, Van Wezel was the first supplier in the European aftermarket to provide
a picture of the plug for every motorized window lifter. You can find these pictures in our
new Web catalog (www.autopartscat.com), our
printed catalog „collection 2012“ and in our
PDF-catalog.
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An important diﬀerentiating factor for the comfort function is the number of cable or pins.
Window lifters WITHOUT comfort function have
2 (or 3) pins, window lifters WITH comfort function, however 4 to 15. There are exceptions of
course. With BMW for example, the comfort
function is controlled by the engine control unit.
In this case the window lifter only has 2 pins
and features nevertheless the comfort function.

with comfort function

To ensure smooth operations of the window
lifter, the errors in the control unit have to be
deleted and the window lifter has to be programmed before. If the window drops down a
little bit after closing or closes only by pressing
the switch several times, in most cases the window lifter has not been programmed correctly.
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